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要旨
本稿では古代オリエント博物館が所蔵するバローチスターン将来の土器資料のうち、前３千年
紀後半に位置づけられる資料について紹介し、その意義を考察する。20点の検討対象資料の多く
は前３千年紀後半にバローチスターン地方南部に展開したクッリ式土器であるが、その器形や製
作技法、彩文にはバローチスターン地方南部のみならず、周辺地域との交流関係を窺うことがで
きる。すなわち、クッリ式土器は当該時期の広域に及ぶ地域間交流の中で成立した土器様式と考
えられ、逆にいえばインダス平原からバローチスターン地方、イラン南東部の地域社会と地域間
交流の様態を理解する上で重要な資料と評価することができる。
Key words:Kulli pottery, Balochistan, Indus Civilization, late third millennium BCE
クッリ式土器、バローチスターン、インダス文明、前３千年紀後半

1 Introduction
In this paper, the pottery from Balochistan that can be dated to the late third millennium
BCE in the collection ofAncient Orient Museum Tokyo (hereafter abbreviated as AOM)will
be reported. Most of these specimens can be classified as Kulli pottery based on stylistic
features of the painted decoration. Among the total number of 20 specimens, 17 are
complete and three specimens are in a fragmented state.

2 Formal, technological and decorative features of specimens in the AOM
collection
In terms of forms, the specimens in the collection can be classified into bowls, pots,
A.UESUGI,M ember of Japanese Societyfor West Asian Archaeology 日本西アジア考古学会会員
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Figure 1 Graph showing the relations between RD and
BD of pots and bowls in the AOM collection

Figure 2 Graph showing the relations between M D and
H of bowls in the AOM collection
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dish-on-stands and stands. For classifying bowls and pots, the ratio between BD (body
diameter)and RD (rim diameter)is used (Figures 1, 21);the ones with BD/RD index ＝ less
than 1.10 (i.e. the ones with an open mouth)are classified as bowls, and the ones with BD/
RD index ＝ more than 1.10 (or the ones with a closed mouth)are grouped as pots.
Bowls
Six specimens (nos.1‑6) can be classified as bowls, among which five specimens are
complete (Figures 2, 3). One specimen (no.3) is a fragment with its rim and upper body
intact. They can be further divided into the following types.
Type1 Having a cylindricalbodywith an open mouth and a carination on itslowerpart
Type 2 Having an out-turned body with an open mouth
Type 3 Having a slightly bulging body with an open mouth
Type 4 Having a shallow body with an open mouth

Type1is represented bytwo specimens (nos.1,2). Thesetwo specimensshowa difference
in height;no.1 measures 11.6 cm and no.2,20.0cm. Both specimens have a shortlyeverted
neck. No.1 has a tapered rim and No.2 has a rounded rim. These specimens have a
carination on their lower body. The upper body of no.2 is slightly inclined. Both of them
have a disc base. For no.2, the external side of the base is slightly concave.
Both specimens are finished using rotational smoothing but the external surface of the
lower body of no. 1 has also been scraped.
For paintings, both specimens have two registers on their external side. The upper
register is filled bya row of small caprids,and the lower register is painted with alternating
humped bulls and plant motifs. Whereas thehumped bulls arebasicallydepicted identically,
the plant motifs differ between the two;no.1 has three pipal trees and no.2 has sets ofthree
trees consisting of a central one with long hatched leaves and two flanking ones with small
pipalleaves. On both specimens,thehumped bulls faceright and aretethered. On no.2,the
bulls aretethered to a rod-shaped objects or “
posts”(Jarrigeet al.2011). Various motifs are
placed around the bulls;Σ-shaped motifs,tray-shaped motifs,triangles,W-shaped motifs and
dot-in-circles are used on no.1,and a pair of birds,a tree and a row of caprids are depicted
along with Σ-shaped motifs,comb-shaped motifs,dot-in-circles and sets ofverticalstrokes on
no.2. On no.2,a treemotifis placed between thehorns and a chequered triangleis depicted
beneath the head.

Onlyonespecimen represents Type2(no.3). This specimen is a fragment with its rim and
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Figure 3 Formal classification of bowls in the AOM collection

upper body portion intact. The entire surface is smoothed with rotation. A grey slip is
applied over a white slip. The paintings are executed in red. A narrow band is painted on
the rim,and a feline attacking a goat is depicted along with sun-shaped motifs,a leaf motif
(?)and a fish (?).

This typeis represented byonespecimen (no.4). Therim portion is trefoilin shape. The
externalsurfaceoftheupper bodyand theentireinternalsurfacearesmoothed with rotation,
and the external surface of the lower body is finished with rotational scraping. The entire
surface is slipped in white. A narrow black band is painted on the rim and double loops are
delineated along with dots on the upper body.

Two specimens (nos.5,6)represent this type. Both of them are large shallow bowls (27.9
cm ‑34.9 cm in RD, H/MD index ＝ 0.33 ‑0.44)and have an identical shape. For no.5, the
externalsurfaceoftheupper bodyand theentireinternalsurfacearesmoothed with rotation
and the external surface of the lower body is finished by rotational scraping;for no.6 the
entire surface is finished by rotational smoothing. No.5 has an incised wavy line on the
external surface of the bodyand no.6 has a raised wavyband. Both specimens are exuberantly painted on their internal surface. No.5 has a register with a row of four fishes and a
roundel with three caprids and three pipal trees alternately placed in association with
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geometric motifs,along with narrow registers with a wavystroke. No.6 has also the same
pattern;a wavy stroke is filled in the upper register, a row of three fish in the lower and a
crisscross with pipal leaves in the central circle.
Pots
Eleven specimens can be classified as pots (Figures 4,5),which can be further divided into
the following types.
Type 1 Having an oval body with an everted neck
Type 2 Having a globular body with a beaded rim
Type 3 Having an oval body with a short neck
Type 4 Having an elliptical body with a carination and an everted neck
Type 5 Having an elliptical body with a straight mouth
Type 6 Having a carinated body with a projecting rim
Type 7 Having a body with a carination at the shoulder and a medium neck

Three specimens are included in this type (nos.7 ‑9). Nos.8 and 9 exhibit an identical
shape having an everted neck an oval body with a flat base. With regard to the paintings,
these specimens show a similar pattern. No.8 has a wide register on the external surface
of the body, in which two humped bulls and two trees with long leaves are alternately
depicted. No.9 has three registers;the upper register is filled with a pair of wavy strokes
with hatches;themiddleregister has two humped bulls and two sets ofplant motifs alternately placed. The lowest register is filled with a wavy stroke. The plant motif is composed
of a central tree with long leaves and two flanking trees with short leaves. Various
geometric motifs like dot-in-circles,Σ-shaped motifs and tray-shaped motifs are represented
around the bulls on both specimens. On no.8, a triangle is placed between the horns and a
treemotifis depicted abovethetrunk ofthebull. No.9 has a curvilinear strokebetween the
horns of the bulls. On both specimens, a curvilinear stroke is added over the humps of the
bulls. While the bulls on no.8 are tethered to the trees in front of them,one of the bulls on
no. 9 is tethered to a rod-shaped object or a post. No.8 has a crisscross and three dots
painted on the lower body.
No.7has an overallshapesimilar to nos.8and 9,but its painting styleexhibits a difference
from nos.8 and 9. Two registers are delineated on the external surface,the upper one of
which has a row of dot-in-circles and the lower one of which has a row of small caprids.
In terms of the finishing technique, no.7 is finished with rotational smoothing, although
rotational scraping was applied on the external surface of the lower body before the final
smoothing. For no.8,the external surface of the upper bodyand the entire internal surface
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Figure 4 Graph showing the relations between M D and H
of pots in the AOM collection

are smoothed with rotation, and the external surface of the lower body is finished with
rotational scraping. The externalsurfaceofthebasehas a smooth finish. No.9 is smoothed with rotation on its entire surface,except for the external surface of the base that is left
rough.

This type is represented byonlyone specimen (no.10). The external surface ofthe upper
body and the internal surface are smoothed with rotation, and the external surface of the
lower bodyis finished byrotationalscraping. A whiteslip is applied on theexternalsurface.
Three registers are delineated bysets of black and red parallel strokes. The upper register
is filled with a rowofdot-in-circles and themiddleregister with a rowofsmallcaprids. The
lower wide register depicts three humped bulls alternating with three sets of plant motifs.
Each bull has a head consisting ofa large eye,a muzzle,ears and a pair ofhorns,and a body
decorated with hatches. Theyaretethered to thetrees in front ofthem. Variousgeometric
motifs like comb-shaped motifs, Σ-shaped motif, sun-shaped motif and arrow-shaped motifs
are placed around the bulls. The plant motifs consist of a central tree with long leaves and
two flanking trees with short leaves. A Σ-shaped motif and two comb-shaped motifs are
vertically represented in one portion between trees.
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Figure 5 Formal classifications of pots in the AOM collection
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Type 3 is represented by one specimen (no.11). This specimen has three shallow grooves
on its shoulder. The entire surface is finished with rotational smoothing. A red slip is
applied on the external surface,and three registers are delineated bysets ofparallelstrokes.
A pair of serrated strokes with hatches fills the uppermost register, and sets of parallel
oblique strokes in different directions are placed in thegrooves in themiddleregister. Four
plant motifs and four comb-shaped motifs are alternately arranged in the lowest register.
The plant motifs are represented bytrees with long hatched leaves. The four comb-shaped
motifs are identical consisting ofa chequered paneland verticalparallelstrokes between the
side strokes. A row of W-shaped motifs is placed above the chequered panel.

Type 4 is represented by two specimens (nos.12, 13). No.12 has a trefoil mouth. The
bodyshapes ofthetwo specimens arealmost identical,but theshapesofthebasesareslightly
different;no.12 has a solid disc base while no.13 has a low disc base. In respect of the
finishing technique, no.12 is finished with rotational smoothing and no.13 is smoothed with
rotation on its entire surface followed by rotational scraping on the external surface of the
lower body.
As regards paintings, no.12 has two registers;the upper register is filled with a row of
arrows and the lower one has three felines and three plant motifs placed alternately. The
felines are depicted identically with a tether running towards the tree in front of them. A
row of dots is placed over the felines. The plant motifs consist of two pipal trees and one
tree with short leaves. On no.13, three registers are demarcated by sets of black and red
parallel strokes. The uppermost register is filled with a row of dot-in-circles. Five felines
and fine plant motifs are alternately depicted respectively in the middle and the lowermost
registers. Three of the felines are associated with a tether represented by a row of dots
running from theneck offelines to thetreein front ofthem. A dot-in-circleis placed behind
each of the felines. Triangles are irregularly placed between felines. The plant motifs
comprise trees with short leaves.

This typeis represented byonlyonespecimen (no.14). Its overallshapeis similar to Type
4, but this specimen has no clear carination on its body and no neck. The external surface
oftheupper bodyand theentireinternalsurfacearesmoothed with rotation,and theexternal
surface of the lower body has a smooth finish with no trace of any technique although
rotational scraping is applied on the juncture between the upper body and the lower body
(Figure 12). The external surface of the base is rough. A white slip is applied on the
external surface and three registers are demarcated by sets of parallel strokes. The upper
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and middle registers are divided by sets of vertical strokes into rectangular panels, each of
which is filled with a stepped pattern. In the lower register, three humped bulls and three
plant motifs are depicted alternately. The bulls are depicted differently from the others,
with a slightlylowered head and a relativelysmalleye. A motifconsisting ofthreeV-shapes
is placed between thehorns. Theplant motifs arecomposed oftwo pipalleaves and onetree
with long leaves. The depiction style of the pipal leaves is also different from other
specimens.

Only one specimen represents this type (no.15). The entire surface of this specimen is
smoothed with rotation,except for the externalsurfaceofthebasethat is left rough. A red
slip is applied on the external surface, and a wide register is demarcated on the external
surface of the body. Plant motifs and comb-shaped motifs are alternately depicted in this
register. The plant motifs are represented by three trees with long hatched leaves and one
tree with short leaves. These trees have an arrow-shaped head and three roots. The
comb-shaped motifs consist of a chequered panel and vertical parallel strokes between side
strokes. A row of pipal leaves is represented above the chequered panel on one of them.

This type is represented by two specimens (nos.16, 17). These specimens are almost
identical in shape and size,although they exhibit slight differences in the shape of the neck,
rim and base. No.16 has an out-curved neck and a flat disc base, whereas no.17 has a
straight neck with an everted rim and a slightlyrounded disc base. As regards thefinishing
technique,both specimens are finished with rotationalsmoothing,although no.16is additionally applied with non-rotational smoothing to make the surface smooth.
Also in terms ofdecoration,these specimens share identical features in having an applique
band on the upper bodyand in having paintings in registers demarcated bysets ofblack and
red parallelstrokes on a widearea from theshoulder to thelower body. However no.17has
a frieze with felines and plant motifs associated with geometric motifs on its upper body
along with two rows of small caprids, whereas no.16 only has two rows ofsmall caprids.
Dish-on-stands
Two broken dish-on-stands (Figure 34 nos.18,19)are included in the collection. No.18 is
a dish portion with a shallowbodyand a projecting rim. Parallelstrokes aredepicted on the
external surface, and a criss-cross with pipal leaves is painted in association with rows of
W-shaped motifs on theinternalsurface. Parallelverticaland V-shaped strokes arepainted
on the rim. No.19 is a pedestal portion with paintings consisting of vertical and lateral
parallel strokes with dot-in-circles and diagonal wavystrokes. Both specimens are finished
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with rotational smoothing,although rotational scraping is applied on the external surface of
the lower body on no.18.
Stand
One specimen (Figure 34 no.20) can be identified as a stand. This specimen has a
cylindrical body with an everted rim and base. It is finished by rotational smoothing, but
irregular scooping without rotation can be observed on the internal surface of the middle
part. Ten registers are delineated on the external surface, which are filled with geometric
patterns likemultipleserrated strokes,wavystrokes and multipleangular wavystrokes,and
rows of caprids and small birds.

3 Chronological position and historical importance of the Kulli pottery
in the AOM collection
Based on the descriptions above, the chronological position and the historical importance
of the specimens in the AOM collection will be argued in this section. Their stylistic
features, especially their painting styles, clearly suggest that most of the specimens in the
collection belong to the Kulli pottery, which was defined by the evidence from the sites of
Kulliand MehiwhereAurelStein conducted excavations in thelate1930s(Stein 1931;Possehl
1986). Its chronological position parallel to the Indus Civilization was presumed from the
beginning,and several scholars argued the historical and cultural importance of this pottery
(Piggott 1950;Fairservis 1971;Possehl 1986).
Thestratigraphicevidencefor theKullipotterywas obtained byexcavations at a fewsites
like Niai Buthi (Fairservis 1971)and Nindowari (Casal 1966;Jarrige et al.2011)in the 1950s
and 1960s and subsequentlybymoresystematicexcavations at Nausharo (Jarrige1988,1994).
J.-F. Jarrige and his colleagues (2011;see also Quivron 2008)recently argued the chronologyof the Kulli potterybased on the stratigraphic evidence from Nindowari. According to
their analyses, the specimens from Periods II and III at Nindowari exhibit chronological
changes in painting motifs, although the basic features of paintings are consistent through
two periods. Theydivided the Kulli potteryinto Kulli A style that corresponds to Period II
and Kulli B style that is predominantly attested in Period III. They date the beginning of
Period II/the Kulli A style to the final phase of the pre-urban Indus period that is parallel to
Nausharo Period ID (Quivron 1994) and Amri Period ID (Casal 1964) (ca.2600 ‑2500 BCE).
Nindowari Period III/the Kulli B style is dated to the late phase of the urban Indus period
that is equated with Nausharo Period IV (Jarrige 1994)and Amri Period IIIC (ca.2100 ‑1900
BCE).
Their arguments based on thedetailed comparativestudies ofpainting motifs from various
sites in Balochistan can be highly appreciated, but the date of the appearance of the Kulli
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pottery is still questionable. Although it is true that the association of an animal with a
plant motif bya tether is a common feature in both the Nausharo Period ID potteryand the
Kulli pottery, it is worthwhile to note that there appears to be a stylistic gap between the
fully developed painting style of the Kulli pottery in Nindowari Period II and the painting
style of bulls in Nindowari Period I. Rather it would be more plausible to presume a series
ofdevelopmental stages ofthe Kulliiconographyas NindowariPeriod I ＝ Mundigak Period
IV-1/IV-2(Casal1961)＝ Sohr Damb Period III (Franke-Vogt and Ibrahim 2005;Franke-Vogt
2005a, b;Franke 2008) → Nausharo Period ID ＝ Amri Period ID ＝ Mundigak Period IV-3
→ Nindowari Period II (Figure 7). However,as the second quarter of the third millennium
BCE is a period when ceramic styles witnessed dynamic changes with the development of
active interregional interactions leading towards the formation of the urban Indus society,a
much more detailed chronological frame based on further stratigraphic evidence from more
sites is necessary to understand the development process of the Kulli pottery.
The view by Jarrige and his colleagues that the Kulli B style pottery expanded its
distribution zoneinto theperipheralareas liketheKachiplains and thewestern fringes ofthe
Indus plains during thelatephaseoftheurban Indus period that is represented byNindowari
PeriodIII,AmriPeriod IIIC and Nausharo Period IV (Jarrigeet al.2011;Jarrigeand Quivron
2008)is veryimportant. The occurrences oftheKullipotteryfrom Nausharo Period IV and
the upper levels at Mohenjodaro (Krishna Deva and McCown 1949)have a firm ground for
their chronological position in the late phase of the urban Indus period,and the presence of
Harappan pottery showing influences from the Kulli iconography at Amri Period IIIC,
Chanhudaro and Mohenjodaro are also related to the expansion of the Kulli pottery. The
arguments byJarrigeand his colleagues suggest thehistoricalimportanceoftheKullipottery
not only for Balochistan but also for the entire area of northwestern South Asia during the
late third millennium BCE.
TheKullipotteryin generalis known from severalexcavated sites (Figures 6,7)likeKulli,
Mehi, Nindowari, Nausharo, Niai Buthi (Fairservis 1971), Amri, Mohenjodaro and so on.
Although all of these sites yield typical Kulli pottery, its major distribution zone can be
located in the area of southern Balochistan that is equated with the present Khuzdar and
Awaran districts. As Jarrige argues, the sites like Amri, Nausharo, Isplinji and Mohenjodaro can be regarded as constituting a peripheral area.
In order to better understand the significance of the Kulli pottery, the features of the
specimens in theAOM collection willbediscussed again in thenext section in terms offorms
and shapes, manufacturing technique and paintings.
Forms and shapes
Bowls, pots, dish-on-stands and a stand are included in the AOM collection.
The bowls are classified into four types, but Type 1 and Type 2 can be categorized as a
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Figure 6 Distribution map of representative sites with the Kulli pottery and
relevant sites

group having carinated and straight bodies. This shape occurs widely in Balochistan since
the pre-urban Indus period, especially in the Nal pottery that has a major distribution zone
in the southern Balochistan (Figure 9). Manyexamples can be found in the AOM collection
that was reported in the previous report (Uesugi 2013). Type 3 has a simple profile,but the
trefoil mouth is common to no.11 of Pot Type 4. Type 4 represents the large shallow bowl
that has distinctive exuberant paintings on their internal surface. This shape and painting
styles have their origin in the Faiz Mohammad potteryin the pre-urban Indus period. Since
no such an example has been found in the Nal pottery, it appears that Type 4 exhibits a
strong influence from the Faiz Mohammad pottery.
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Figure 7 Chronological chart of relevant sites

The vase types can be reclassified into the following three groups (Figure 8).
Pot group 1 Having no carination (Types 1, 2 and 3)
Pot group 2 Having a carination on the lower body (Types 4, 5 and 6)
Pot group 3 Having a carination on the shoulder (Type 7)
Looking at examples from sites in Balochistan during the third millennium BCE (Figure
10),both theshapes with no carination (Pot group 1)and theoneswith carination on thelower
body(Pot group 2)occur from Period V to Period VII at Mehrgarh. In Nausharo Period IV,
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Figure 8 Formal groups of pots in the AOM collection

no example with a carination on the lower body can be found, as far as the specimens
published so far are concerned, but the elliptical shape or the shape with its maximum
diameter on the lower body are present along with the oblong and globular shape with no
carination. The shapes with a carination on the shoulder (Pot group 3) have examples in
Periods IV ‑VI at Mehrgarh,although some differences in shape are noticeable. Examples
with carination on the shoulder can also be abundantly found in the Nal pottery. It is also
of importance that specimens similar to Pot group 3 have been reported from various sites
in Iranian Plateau and theArabian Peninsula likeShahdad,Shahr-iSokhta,Bampur,Hiliand
Umm an-Nar (Lamberg-Karlovsky and Tosi 1973;Kondo et al. 2007). Not only the shapes
but also painting motifs consisting of various geometric motifs and rows of caprids suggest
a link between the Kulli pottery and these sites.
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Figure 9

Chronological relationships of forms between the Kulli potteryand other ceramic styles
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Figure10 Chronological relationships offorms between theKullipotteryand other ceramicstyles
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Based on these examples,it becomes clear that three formal groups ofpots seems to have
their origins in Balochistan during the early third millennium BCE. Although it is not
certain whether all ofthe formal groups ofpots in the Kulli potterycan be directlylinked to
the earlier traditions in Balochistan, the possibility that the Kulli pot forms basically
developed out of the preceding ceramic styles in Balochistan cannot be excluded.
The dish-on-stand is not a common form in theceramictradition in Balochistan during the
early third millennium BCE, suggesting that this form was introduced during the late third
millennium BCE. Since the dish-on-stand is one of the common forms in the Harappan
pottery in the context of the late third millennium BCE, it may be that this form was
introduced to theKullipotteryfrom theHarappan potterythrough interactions(Piggott 1950;
Possehl 1986). The fact that the prevalence of the Harappan pottery at Nausharo Periods
II and III prior to the appearance of the Kulli pottery in Period IV suggests interactions
between the Balochistan tradition and the Harappan pottery, which might have led to the
influences of the Harappan pottery into the Kulli pottery. J.-F. Jarrige and his colleagues
(Jarrigeet al.2011)point out that theinfluencefrom theHarappan potterybecameprominent
in the late phase represented by the Kulli B style.
As regards thestand,veryfewexamples can befound in Balochistan in thepre-urban Indus
contexts. Stands are found among the Harappan ceramics, but their shapes are totally
different from no.20. Further evidence is necessary for understanding its origin and development in the Kulli pottery.
Manufacturing technique
The examples in the AOM collection are distinctly finished with rotational techniques
(Figures 11, 12), consisting of smoothing and scraping. No non-rotational technique can be
observed except for one specimen (no.17)in which additional smoothing without rotation is
applied.
Although the data for the manufacturing technique in the Balochistan pottery is yet to be
well established,it appears that the techniques which are highlydependent on the use offast
rotation became prevalent in the Faiz Mohammad potteryduring the earlythird millennium
BCE. In the Nal pottery of almost the same period,non-rotational techniques are predominantlyused along with a partial use of rotational techniques (see Uesugi 2013). In the Indus
plains, the Kot Diji pottery during the early third millennium BCE and the following
Harappan pottery of the late third millennium BCE demonstrates widespread use of
rotational techniques. In contrast, the Sothi-Siswal pottery in the Ghaggar region and the
Anarta pottery in Gujarat are predominantly based on the use of non-rotational techniques
along with a partial use ofrotational techniques. This evidence demonstrates that theKulli
pottery, at least the specimens in the AOM collection, exhibits a similarity to the Faiz
Mohammad, Kot Diji and Harappan pottery in terms of manufacturing techniques.
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Figure 11 M anufacturing techniques on representative specimens
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Figure 12 M anufacturing techniques on representative specimens
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Paintings
The Kulli pottery is distinctly painted with various motifs, as the AOM collection and
examples from excavated sites in Balochistan demonstrate (Table 1). The painting motifs
can be broadly classified into animal, plant and geometric motifs, and these motifs jointly
compose the Kulli iconography (Figures 13‑16).
Animal motifs
Humped bulls,felines,fishes,birds and caprids are attested on the specimens of the AOM
collection (Figures 13,15). Humped bullsand felines aredepicted onlyin thewider registers
suggesting that these two animals are main components of the Kulli iconography (humped
bulls appear in six specimens and felines in four specimens). For birds,one specimen (no.2)
depicts them in association with humped bulls in a wide register and one specimen (no.20)
depicts a row of small birds. Caprids are depicted in a realistic way on one specimen (no.
5)and are represented as small caprids in a row on seven specimens (nos.1, 2, 7, 10, 16, 17,
20). All of these specimens place the row of small caprids in narrow registers, but one
specimen (no.2) also depicts them in association with humped bulls in the wide register.
Based on these depiction styles, birds and caprids can be regarded generally as subsidiary
motifs.
Humped bulls are depicted on six specimens of the AOM collection and their depiction
styles aresimillar in that theyareright-facing with common physicalfeatures and geometric
decorations on their body. Their head portions arerepresented with a pair ofhorns,a round
eye, a muzzle and a pair of ears, but no.14 has a more realistic depiction compared to the
others. It has a lowered head with a relatively small eye and has neither tether nor
geometricmotifs around thebulls except for a motifconsisting ofthreeV-shapesbetween the
horns.
Thedepictions ofhumped bulls can befound predominantlyin Nausharo Period ID (Jarrige
1988:Fig.43D;Quivron 1994:Fig.54K)and Nindowari Period I (Jarrigeet al.2011:Fig.3nos.
7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14)and on a few specimens in Mehrgarh Period VI (Jarrige et al.1995:Figs.
1.12d,2.21a)and Mundigak Period IV-1 (Casal 1961:Fig.70 no.215)(Figure 17). The examples from Nausharo Period ID and NindowariPeriod I (Jarrigeet al.2011:Fig.3no.14)depict
humped bulls in association with plant motifs in a pattern similar to that found on Kulli
pottery. The depiction styles of bulls in Nindowari Period I (Jarrige et al.2011:Fig.3 nos.
9,10,11,13),Mundigak Period IV-1 (Casal 1961:Fig.70 no.215;Jarrige et al.2011:Fig.3 no.
17)and Sohr-Damb Period III (Franke 2008:Fig.28) are identical to no.14 in having a low
head and a relatively small eye.
Felines are represented on four specimens of the AOM collection,and are depicted identically with a large round eye, an open mouth, ears, legs with sharp nails, curly tails and
hatched body. In terms of the arrangement, one specimen (no.3)depicts a feline attacking
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a goat, while the others place felines in association with plant motifs in a frieze. On two
specimens (nos.12, 13), the felines are tethered to the trees in front.
The depictions of felines can be found on several examples from Mundigak IV-1 (Casal
1961:Fig.62 nos.154,159,160,161,162,166)and a few from Mehrgarh Period VI (Jarrige et
al.1995:Fig.1.12f)(Figure17). In terms ofthedepiction style,theexamples from Mundigak
IV‑1exhibit similarities to theKullipottery,although no plant is associated in theMundigak
examples.
Birds appear on two specimens (nos.2,20). On no.2,the birds are depicted in association
with humped bulls and on no.20,theyarerepresented in a rowwithin a narrowregister. The
examples of birds can be found in Mehrgarh Period VI (Jarrige et al.1995:Figs.1.12c,1.13c,
2.16f,2.21a,c,e,f)and VII (Jarrige et al.1995:Fig.1.18e),Nausharo Period ID (Jarrige 1988:
Fig.43;Quivron 1994:Fig.54.2K),Mundigak Periods IV-1 (Casal 1961:Fig.62 no.155,Fig.63
no 163, Fig.86 nos.352, 353) and IV‑2 (Casal 1961:Fig.89 no.382), Miri Qalat Period IIIC
(Besenval 2000:Figs.22, 24) and on the Harappan pottery. The association of birds with
humped bulls can be observed on specimens of Faiz Mohammad pottery from Mehrgarh
Period VI (Jarrige et al.1995:Figs.1.12c,2.21a,c)and on specimens from Nausharo Period
ID (Jarrige 1988:Fig.43;Quivron 1994:Fig.54.2K). Most of the examples on the Harappan
pottery depict peacocks and no association with humped bulls or other animals can be
observed. Based on theseexamples,thedepiction ofbirds with humped bulls on no.2can be
linked with the Nausharo Period ID pottery. These are examples of small birds in a row
from Bampur Periods II and III (de Cardi 1970:Fig.21 nos.95, 96, 97, 99, Fig.154).
In respect of caprids, only two specimens of the AOM collection (nos.3,5)depict them in
a realistic way, whereas seven other specimens (nos.1, 2, 7, 10, 16, 17, 20) represent small
stylized caprids in a row. On no.5,threecaprids aredepicted in association with pipaltrees,
and their general depiction style is common to that of humped bulls and felines. No.3
represents a caprid attacked bya feline. A rowofsmallcaprids occurs in a narrowregister
on seven specimens and also in a wideregister associated with humped bulls on onespecimen
(no.2).
The depictions of caprids have examples from the Nal pottery, the Mundigak Period IV
pottery (Casal 1961:Fig.62 nos.151,152,153,Fig.63 nos.156,157,157a,158a,Fig.72 no.226,
Fig.104nos.507,508,510)and thepotteryfrom Mehrgarh Period VI (Jarrigeet al.1995:Figs.
2.16v, 2.21d) and Period VII (Jarrige et al. 1995: Figs.1.18 a, b, c, d, 3.13b), among which
Mundigak Periods IV‑1 and IV‑3 have manyexamples that show depiction styles similar to
the Kulli pottery (Figure 17). One specimen from Mundigak Period IV‑3 (Casal 1961:Fig.
104no.510)depicts caprids in association with plant motifs that showsimilarities to theKulli
pottery.
A rowofsmallcaprids can beattested in Mehrgarh Period VI (Jarrigeet al.1995),Bampur
Periods II,IV‑2,IV‑3,V‑1and VI (deCardi1970),and MiriQalat Period IIIB (Besenval1994),
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Figure 13 Comparison of motifs on the specimesn in the AOM collection
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Figure 14 Comparison of motifs on the specimesn in the AOM collection
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Figure 15 Comparison of motifs on the specimesn in the AOM collection

among which the samples from Bampur and Miri Qalat show resemblances to the Kulli
examples in placing them in a narrow register on the body of pots. In particular, on some
examples from Bampur Period VI,a row of caprids is associated with a row of arrows like
no.16 of the AOM collection and is depicted on pots with a carination on their shoulder like
nos.16 and 17 of the AOM collection. The example from Mehrgarh Period VI differs from
the Kulli examples in the arrangement of rows. It is also worthwhile to refer to examples
from Amri Period IIIC dating to the later phase ofthe urban Indus period,in which a row of
small caprids is found in a narrow register on some specimens,suggesting an influence from
the Kulli pottery.
Fish is represented on three specimens of the AOM collection (nos.3,5,6). On nos.5 and
6, a row of fish is depicted in a frieze with an identical depiction style having a large round
eyeand a hatched body. On no.3,onlya caudalfin is intact. Therepresentation offish has
many examples in Balochistan during the pre-urban Indus period like in the Nal pottery
(Uesugi 2013), the Mehrgarh Period VI and VII pottery (Jarrige et al. 1995), the Mundigak
Period IV pottery (Casal 1961)and the Tochi-Gomal pottery (Durrani 1988). Among them,
several examples from Mehrgarh Period VII (Jarrige et al. 1995:Figs.1.17c, d, 1.18f, 1.18g,
1.18h, 2.32h, 3.13a)depict a row of fish in a style identical to nos.5 and 6.
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Figure 16 Comparison of motifs of the specimesn in the AOM collection

Plant motifs
In terms ofplant motifs,pipaltrees or leaves,trees with long leaves,treeswith short leaves
and leaf motifs can be identified in the AOM collection (Figures 13, 15).
The pipal trees or leaves are represented on seven specimens (nos.1,2,5,6,12,14,18). On
nos.5, 6 and 18, they are depicted in the central roundel on the internal surface, while the
other represents them with animals in a register. Nos.6 and 18 exhibit an identical style
having several pipal leaves in association with a crisscross. Nos.1,5,12,and 14 place pipal
trees or leaves alternatelywith animals. On nos.1,5,and 12,several leaves are depicted on
both sides of the central stem. Nos.6 and 18 also have the same pattern, although their
depiction stylediffers. No.18has wavystrokes on both sides ofthecentralstem along with
pipal leaves, nos.1 and 5 have a pair of oblong leaves filled with a wavy stroke in addition
to pipal leaves, and nos.6 and 12 depict dotted circles instead of pipal leaves. The pipal
motifon no.14exhibits a peculiar stylewith a largehatched pipalleafand winding stalks (?).
On no.2, small pipal leaves are depicted with trees flaking a central tree with long leaves.
The pipal motifs widelyappear in various ceramic styles ofthe pre-urban and urban Indus
periods (Figure 18). Theyare depicted on the Mundigak Period IV pottery(Casal 1961),the
Nal pottery (Uesugi 2013), the Mehrgarh Periods VI and VII pottery (Jarrige et al. 1995)in
the pre-urban contexts and on the Harappan pottery in the urban contexts. However,
various differences can be seen in terms of depiction among these ceramic styles;the Nal
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Table 1 List of motifs on the specimens in the AOM collection

○

○

6

Bowl Type 4

○

○

7

Pot Type 1

8

Pot Type 1

9

Pot Type 1

10

Pot Type 2

11

Pot Type 3

Multiple angular wavy strokes

Bowl Type 4

Multiple serrated strokes

Bowl Type 3

5

Hatched triangles

Bowl Type 2

4

Stepped pattern

3

Oblique strokes

Bowl Type 1

Serrated strokes with hatches

Bowl Type 1

2

Leaf

Wavy stroke

1

Crisscross

Fish

Row of arrows

Row of small birds

Row of small caprids

Row of dot-in-cicrcles

Narrow register

○

○

○

○

○

○
○

○

○
○

○

○

12

Pot Type 4

13

Pot Type 4

14

Pot Type 5

15

Pot Type 6

16

Pot Type 7

○

○

17

Pot Type 7

○

○

18

Dish-on-stand

19

Dish-on-stand

20

Stand

○
○

○

○

○

○

○

pottery and the Mehrgarh pottery (for example,see Jarrige et al.1995:Figs.2.19a,i)depicts
single pipal leaves,the Mundigak Period IV pottery(for example,seeCasal1961:Fig.64nos.
167, 171)represents them with several stalks and leaves, and the Harappan pottery depicts
them with numerous stalks and leaves. These examples suggest that the pipal representations on theKullipotteryresembletheonesfrom Mundigak Period IV. Theovalleaveswith
a wavy stroke found on nos.1 and 5 of the AOM collection and the dotted circles on nos.6
and 12 are unique to the Kulli pottery. It may be noteworthy that the oblong shape with a
wavy stroke occurs as a part of geometric designs in Mundigak Periods IV-1 and IV‑2 (for
example, see Casal 1961:Fig.72 no.225)and Shahr-i Sokhta Phase 5a (Salvatori and Vidale
1997:Fig.141 no.1)suggesting that the examples ofthe Kulli potterymayhave been a result
of amalgamation of pipal motifs and geometric motifs of the pre-urban tradition.
Apart from thepipalmotif,various representations ofmanyplants areseen on theceramic
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Table 2 List of motifs on the specimens in the AOM collection

○

○

Rod-shaped

Curvilinear strokes

Dots

Crisscross

Double loops

Vertical strokes

Triangles

W-shaped

Σ-shaped

Tray-shaped

Sun-shaped

○

Dot-in-circle

Comb-shaped

Leaf motifs

Hatched triangles

Tree with short leaves

Tree with long leaves

Pipals

Row of caprids

Small signs

Birds

Fishes

Caprids

Felines

Humped bulls

Wide register

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

1

Bowl Type 1

2

Bowl Type 1

3

Bowl Type 2

4

Bowl Type 3

5

Bowl Type 4

6

Bowl Type 4

7

Pot Type 1

8

Pot Type 1

○

○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○

○

9

Pot Type 1

○

○

○

○ ○

○ ○

10

Pot Type 2

○

○

○ ○

○ ○

11

Pot Type 3

○

○

12

Pot Type 4

13

Pot Type 4

14

Pot Type 5

15

Pot Type 6

16

Pot Type 7

17

Pot Type 7

18 Dish-on-stand
19

Dish-on-stand

20

Stand

○
○ ○

○ ○ ○

○ ○

○

○

○ ○

○ ○

○

○
○ ○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
○

○
○

○

○

○

○

○
○ ○

○

○ ○

○ ○

○

○
○

styles of the pre-urban and urban Indus periods, but the ones with long leaves on both sides
of the central stem,regardless of the shape of leaves,are called a tree with long leaves and
the ones with short leaves on both sides of the central stem,a tree with short leaves in this
paper.
In the specimens of the AOM collection, three types of trees with long leaves can be
distinguished;those with leaves with curlyends (no.14),those with hatched leaves (nos.2,10,
11, 15, 17)and those with plain leaves (nos.8, 9). For the trees with short leaves, a simple
representation consisting of a central stem and short parallel hatches can be consistently
seen. Both the trees with long leaves and the trees with short leaves have several examples
with three roots (nos.8,9,10,11,15,17). Among the trees with long leaves,several samples
have an arrow-shaped end (nos.8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 17).
Three specimens (nos.8, 10, 17)represent sets of one tree with long leaves and two trees
with short leaves. On no.15, a tree with short leaves (Plant no.4) is placed beside one of
three trees with long leaves. On no.2,a tree with long leaves is flanked bytwo pipal trees.
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Figure 17 Chronological relationships of animal motifs between Kulli pottery and other ceramic
styles
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On no.14 two pipal trees and one tree with long leaves are alternately placed with animals,
and no.12 depicts two pipal trees and one tree with short leaves alternately arranged with
animals.
The representations of trees with long leaves can be found in Mehrgarh Period V (Jarrige
et al.1995),Nausharo Period ID (Quivron 1994),Nindowari Period I,Mundigak Periods IV-2
and IV‑3 (Casal 1961), Bampur Periods I, III, IV‑1, IV‑3, V‑1, V‑2 and VI (de Cardi 1970),
Miri Qalat Period IIIB (Besenval 1994)and on the Harappan potteryfrom Miri Qalat Period
IV (Besenval 1994),Amri Periods IIIB and IIIC (Casal 1964)and Chanhudaro (Mackay 1943)
(Figure 19). One specimen from Mehrgarh Period V (Jarrige et al. 1995: no.2.14l) has a
central stem with stalks and small leaves. The examples from Mundigak Period IV-2 and
IV‑3 includes the ones with wide leaves (Casal 1961:413, 417), the ones with a central stem
and hatched leaves (Casal 1961:Fig. 93 nos. 414, 415, Fig.104 no.506), and the ones with a
central stem and stalks with leaves (Casal 1961: Fig.104 no.510). The second type is
identical to the examples from Bampur where this type of representation is predominant.
Among the examples from Bampur, one specimen (de Cardi 1970:379)has an arrow-shaped
end like the specimens in the AOM collection (nos.8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 17). The examples from
Nausharo Period ID exhibit two types;the first type consists of a central stem and stalks
with circular leaves and thesecond typeofa centralstem and leaves with circulardots. The
examples from Miri Qalat are akin to the ones from Bampur. The examples on the
Harappan pottery from Amri and Chanhudaro (for example, see Casal 1961:Fig.83 no.383,
Fig.89 no.432), which are dated to the late phase of the urban Indus period, may be the
influences from the Kulli pottery,since the representation of trees with long leaves does not
occur in theearlyphaseoftheurban Indusperiod. An exampleofa Harappan pot from Miri
Qalat Period IV (Besenval1997:Fig.20),stylisticallybelonging to theearlyphaseoftheurban
Indus period, may have directly borrowed the motif from the local tradition.
The examples of trees with short leaves can be found in Mehrgarh Period VI (Jarrige et
al.1995),Nausharo Period ID (Quivron 1994)and Mundigak Period IV‑1 (Casal 1961)(Figure
19). Thedepiction styles oftheseexamples aresimilar to thespecimens oftheKullipottery,
but their arrangements are quite different. One example each from Mehrgarh Period VI
(Jarrige et al.1995:Fig.1.11h)and Nausharo Period ID (Quivron 1994:Fig.54.2P),on both of
which trees with short leaves are depicted with a pipal leaf or a pipal tree, may be comparable with the Kulli pottery. A similar type of trees with short leaves is depicted on the
Harappan pottery from Amri Period IIIC (for example, see Casal 1964:Fig.82 no.375, Fig.
89 nos.441, 445)suggesting an influence from the Kulli pottery.
The leaf motifs are depicted in two specimens of the AOM collection (nos.3,6). On no.3,
part of a leaf motif is intact. On no.6,leafmotifs are arranged with fish. This type ofthe
simple leaf motif can be found in Mehrgarh Periods V and VI (Jarrige et al. 1995), but the
arrangements on these examples are quite different from the ones on the Kulli potteryin the
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Figure 18 Chronological relationships of pipal motifs between Kulli pottery and other ceramic
styles
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AOM collection. Thedepiction ofleaves with caprids and birds maybecomparablewith the
Kulli examples in terms of the association with animal motifs. The water plant motifs in
association with fish motifs in Mehrgarh Period VII (foeexample,seeJarrigeet al.1995:Fig.
3.13a)may also be noteworthy.
Geometric motifs
Thegeometricmotifs on thespecimens oftheAOM collection includecomb-shaped motifs,
Σ-shaped motifs, tray-shaped motifs, sun-shaped motifs, dot-in-circles, arrow-shaped motifs,
rows of arrows,rows of triangles,multiple serrated strokes,a pair of serrated strokes with
hatches,multiple angular wavystrokes,stepped motifs and W-shaped motifs (Figures 14,16).
The comb-shaped motifs are depicted on seven specimens (nos.1, 2, 5, 10, 11, 15, 17).
Among them, nos.11 and 15 depict the motif in a large size. The depiction styles are
identical on these two specimens having a chequered panel and vertical parallel strokes
between side strokes. On no.11, a row of W-shaped motif is painted above the chequered
panel, and on no.15, a row of pipal leaves is painted on the same position. On nos.1, 2, 5,
10 and 17, comb-shaped motifs appear in a much smaller scale around the animal motifs in
association with other geometricmotifs. However,their depiction styles areidenticalto the
ones on nos.11 and 15. On these specimens, a lateral stroke is in the position of a row of
W-shaped motifs or pipal leaves on nos.11 and 15. It is likely based on its shape that this
motif was given some meaning,not just a geometric motif to decorate the pottery,although
its exact meaning is unknown.
The comb-shaped motifs can be found in Mehrgarh Period VI (Jarrige et al. 1995),
Nausharo Period ID (Quivron 1994), Amri Period ID (Casal 1964), Bampur Period IV‑1 (de
Cardi 1970) and on the Harappan pottery from Nausharo Period ID, Chanhudaro (Mackay
1943), Amri Period IIIC (Casal 1964),Mohenjodaro (Mackay 1943)and Harappa (Vats 1940).
The examples from Mehrgarh Period VI (Jarrige et al. 1995: Fig.2.18c), Amri Period ID
(Casal 1964:Fig.62 no.202) and Bampur Period IV-1 (de Cardi 1970:Fig.25 no.245) simply
consist of a curvilinear stroke and vertical parallel strokes between side strokes. One
example from Nausharo Period ID (Jarrige 1988:Fig.43) is associated with a tray-shaped
motif. For the examples on the Harappan pottery, stylistic changes can be seen through
time; in the earliest phase of the Harappan pottery exemplified by the instances from
Chanhudaro and Nausharo Period ID, the depiction style is similar to the ones from
Mehrgarh Period VI and Amri Period ID, and sun-shaped motifs are associated with the
comb-shaped motifs on the examples from Nausharo Period ID. From the middle phase of
the Harappan pottery,the stylistic change of the comb-shaped motifs becomes apparent and
in the late phase the motifs lose their original depiction style (for the chronological sequence
of the Harappan pottery, see Quivron 2000). Based on this evidence, it becomes clear that
thecomb-shaped motifs on theKullipotteryareinfluenced from thepredecessorsin Balochis-
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Figure 19
styles

Chronological relationships of plant motifs between Kulli pottery and other ceramic
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tan of the pre-urban Indus period.
The sun-shaped motifs can be identified on three specimens (nos.3, 10, 17), on which the
motif is depicted in a small size associated with other motifs. This motif frequentlyoccurs
in Mehrgarh Periods VI and VII (Jarrige et al.1995),Nausharo Period ID (Quivron 1994)and
on the Harappan pottery. In Mehrgarh Period VI and VII, there are some specimens with
large representations of the sun-shaped motifs (for example, see Jarrige et al. 1995:Figs.2.
21a, 2.22c) as well as the ones with small representations. One specimen from Mehrgarh
Period VI depicts this motif in association with humped bulls (Jarrige et al.1995:Fig.2.21a).
In the Harappan pottery of Nausharo Period ID, this motif is associated with the combshaped motifs and intersecting circles. On the Harappan pottery, the sun-shaped motifs
occur from the earliest phase to the latest phase of the Harappan pottery in various
arrangements;the ones with peacock or caprids in the main register,the ones in association
with intersecting circles and theones combined with leaves. This evidenceindicatesthat the
association of the sun-shaped motifs with the animal motifs on the Kulli pottery is common
to the Faiz Mohammad pottery from Mehrgarh Period VI and to the Harappan pottery,
especially its early phase.
TheΣ-shaped motifs and thetray-shaped motifs arealso depicted around theanimalmotifs
in the wide registers. The former motifs occur on six specimens (nos.1, 5, 8, 9, 10, 17)and
the latter on three specimens (nos.1, 8, 9) of the AOM collection. The tray-shaped motifs
have a lateral bar above them on one specimen (no.1). These motifs seem to be unique to
the Kulli pottery based on the available evidence.
The dots-in-circles are depicted in a row within narrow registers on five specimens (nos.7,
10, 13, 16, 17) and around the animals in wide registers on four specimens (nos.1, 8, 9, 13).
Rows ofdot-in-circles arerarein Balochistan,but a fewexamplesfrom Mundigak Period IV‑
1 (Casal 1961: Fig.76 no.253a) and Nausharo Period IC (Jarrige 1994: Fig.54.1b) can be
observed. For the independent dot-in-circles, there are examples on the Harappan pottery.
On the latter,the dot-in-circles are combined with other motifs showing differences from the
arrangements in the Kulli pottery.
The arrow-shaped motif is depicted on one specimen (no.10). It is placed with other
geometric designs around bulls. The same motifcan be found in the collection ofOkayama
Orient Museum (Kondo et al. 2007). Although the meaning of this motif is unknown, its
shape suggests a stylized symbol of some meaning.
The row of arrows is represented on two specimens of the AOM collection (nos.12, 16).
On both specimens, this motif occurs in narrow registers. This motif can be found in
Mundigak Period IV‑1 (Casal 1961)and Bampur Periods IV‑1, IV‑2, V‑1 and VI (de Cardi
1970). For the examples from Mundigak,one specimen (Casal 1961:253b)exhibits V-shaped
strokes in a lateraldirection hatched with verticalstrokes,and another specimen (Casal1961:
Fig.86 no.351) shows the same pattern with small arrows as nos.12 and 16. Among the
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examples from Bampur,the ones from Period VI (de Cardi 1970:Fig.39 no.395,Fig.41 nos.
407,409)are identical to nos.12,16 and the example from Mundigak (Casal 1961:Fig.86 no.
351),whereas the ones from Periods IV‑1,IV‑2 and V‑1 has the same depiction style as the
one from Mundigak (Casal 1961:Fig.76 no.253b).
The row oftriangles occurs in a register on the lower bodyofone specimen (no.16),which
consists of a row of hatched triangles and dot-in-circles. The same motif can be found in
Bampur Periods V‑2 and VI (de Cardi 1970). On these examples, this motif is represented
on the lower bodyof pots with a carination on the shoulder suggesting a strong similarityto
no. 16.
The multiple serrated strokes appear on one specimen (no.20). This motif is represented
in Mundigak Period IV‑1 (Casal 1961)and Bampur Periods I,II,III,IV‑1 and IV‑3 (de Cardi
1970).
A pair of serrated or wavy strokes is represented in a narrow register on two specimens
(nos. 8, 11). This type of motif can be found in Mehrgarh Period VI (Jarrige et al. 1995),
Nausharo Period IC (Quivron 1994),Mundigak Periods IV‑1,IV‑2and IV‑3(Casal1961),and
Bampur Periods IV‑3 and V‑1 (de Cardi 1970). On the examples from Mehrgarh Period VI
(Jarrige et al. 1995:Fig.1.12o) and Nausharo Period IC (Quivron 1994:Fig.54.1c), only this
motifis depicted on their body. At Mundigak,therearesomeexamples that havea register
with this motif associated with registers of other motifs,along with the examples that have
only this motif (Casal 1961:Fig.72 no.229b, Fig.76 nos.256a, 256b). At Bampur, all of the
reported specimens have a register with this motifassociated with other registers filled with
other geometric motifs.
The multiple angular wavystrokes are depicted on one specimen (no.20). This motifcan
be found in Mundigak Period IV‑1 (Casal 1961)and Bampur Periods II and IV‑1 (de Cardi
1970).
The stepped pattern is represented only one specimen (no.14). This motif is painted in
rectangular panels demarcated byvertical strokes within two narrow registers. This motif
is widely distributed over Balochistan and southeastern Iran. In Balochistan, this motif
frequently occurs in the Nal pottery(Uesugi 2013)and the Faiz Mohammad pottery(Jarrige
et al. 1995), but the type depicted on no.14 is similar to the ones of the Nal pottery.
The row ofW-shaped motifs is depicted on two specimens (nos.11,18). On no.18,rows of
W-shaped motifs are placed between pipal leaves, and on no.11, they are arranged with
comb-shaped motifs. This motif can be found in Mehrgarh Period V and VI (Jarrige et al.
1995),Mundigak Periods IV‑1,IV‑2 and IV‑3 (Casal 1961)and Bampur Periods I,II,III,IV‑
1, IV‑2, IV‑3, V‑1, V‑2 and VI (de Cardi 1970). On some of these examples, this motif is
depicted in association with other motifs within one register and the others place this motif
in a narrow register.
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Applique band
The applique band, which occurs on nos.6, 16 and 17 in the AOM collection, is known in
Mundigak Period IV‑2 (Casal 1961), Bampur Periods I, II, III, IV‑1, IV‑3, V‑2 and VI (de
Cardi 1970),Miri Qalat Periods IIIb,IIIc and IV (Besenval and Marquis 1993;Besenval 1994,
1997, 2000)and Nindowari Periods II and III (Jarrige et al. 2011). Both wavy and straight
bands are seen on these examples.
Association of different motifs
Based on the association of different motifs, the examples of the AOM collection can be
divided into the following groups (Figure 20).
Stylistic Group 1 Having rows of small caprids and geometric motifs
Stylistic Group 2 Depicting a dynamic scene with animals and other motifs
Stylistic Group 3 Having a wide register with alternating arrangements of animals and
plant motifs
Stylistic Group 4 Having a wide register with alternating arrangements of animals and
plant motifs, and narrow register with small caprids
Stylistic Group 5 Having plant motifs and geometric motifs
Stylistic Group 6 Having only geometric motifs
Stylisticgroup 1is represented bythreespecimens (nos.7,16,20). No.7has two registers,
one ofwhich is filled in with a rowofdot-in-circles is filled and theother with a rowofsmall
caprids. No.16 has four registers on its shoulder and three registers on the body. In the
registers on shoulder, two rows of dot-in-circles and two rows of arrows are alternately
placed. On the body,two rows ofsmallcaprids and a rowoftriangles aredepicted. On no.
20, 10 registers are demarcated, in which two sets of multiple serrated strokes, four wavy
strokes, one row of small birds, two rows of caprids and one set of multiple angular wavy
strokes are represented.
Stylistic group 2 is represented by only one specimen (no.3),in which a feline attacking a
caprid, two sun-shaped motifs, a fish and a leaf motif are depicted.
Stylistic group 3 has six specimens (nos.5,8,9,12,13,14). Among these specimens,no.14
has unique features like the depiction style of humped bulls and plant motifs, and stepped
pattern in theregisters on theshoulder. This specimen is moresimilar to theexamples from
Nausharo Period ID than to other specimens in this group. It means that this specimen may
be earlier than others. The other five specimens are almost identical in the depiction style
ofanimals and plants and in thearrangements ofvariousmotifs. On no.5,a centralroundel
with caprids and pipal tress is associated with a fish frieze. On no.8,a narrowregister with
a pair of wavy strokes with hatches is placed above the wide register, and another register
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Figure 20 Stylistic classification of the specimens in the AOM collection
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with a wavystroke beneath. No.9 has no narrow registers besides a wide register. No.12
has a narrow register with a row ofarrows. On no.13,two wide registers are accompanied
by a narrow register with a row of dot-in-circles.
Stylistic group 4 is represented by four specimens (nos.1, 2, 10, 17). The depiction styles
and arrangements of motifs are identical to Group 3,but these specimens have one or three
narrow register(s) with a row of caprids. No.10 has a narrow register with a row of
dot-in-circles in addition to theonewith smallcaprids. No.17has threeregisters with a row
of small caprids and one register with a row of dot-in-circles. Nos.1 and 2 have only two
registers, i.e. one narrow register with a row of small caprids and one wide register with
animals and plants.
Stylistic group 5 has four specimens (nos.6, 11, 15, 18). The absence of the depiction of
animals is the feature of this group,except for a row of fish on no.6. The depiction styles
and arrangements of motifs are common to Stylistic groups 3 and 4. On no.6, a central
roundel depicting a crisscross with pipal leaves is associated with a fish frieze. On no.18,a
similar crisscross with pipal leaves is depicted with rows of W-shaped motifs. On no.11,a
narrow register filled with a pair of serrated strokes with hatches and another narrow
register with oblique parallel strokes are associated with a wide register representing
comb-shaped motifs and plants. No.15 has only a wide register.
Stylistic group 6 has two specimens (nos.4,19). In terms ofpainting motifs,it is not clear
whether these specimens can be included in the Kulli potteryor not,but the trefoil mouth on
no.4 is common to no.12 of Stylistic group 3 suggesting that no.4 has a close relations with
Stylistic group 3. With regard to no.19,such painting motifs have not been reported in the
Kulli pottery,although one example from Mundigak Period IV‑2 (Casal 1961:383a)and one
example from Sohr Damb Period III (Franke 2008:Fig.30)exhibit a similar pattern to this
specimen.
Based on the depicting styles and arrangements of motifs, the alternate arrangements of
animals and plants in Stylisticgroups 3and 4can beregarded as representativeofthetypical
Kulli pottery. As stated above, no.14 of Stylistic group 3 may be an earlier type in this
group. Stylistic group 5 can also be included in the typical Kulli pottery. Stylistic group 2
exhibits an arrangement of motifs different from the typical Kulli pottery, although the
depicting styles of motifs are akin to the Kulli pottery. Stylistic group 6 can be viewed as
specimens closely related to the Kulli pottery.
Summarizing the analyses above, it becomes clear that the Kulli pottery is composed of
various traits that have their origins in different regions. As regards the forms and shapes,
it seems that theformalrepertoireoftheKullipotteryismostlyderived from theBalochistan
traditions, but it is also probable that some forms like dish-on-stands were introduced from
other ceramic styles or regions. The interaction with the Harappan pottery has long been
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a controversial issue, but the influence from/on the Harappan pottery is highly likely when
the interaction between the two cultures during the late third millennium BCE is taken into
consideration.
In respect of the appearance of the arrangements of animals and plants,Nausharo Period
ID provides the best examples,but since a similar arrangement can also be attested at some
contemporary sites like Mundigak Period IV‑3 and Nindowari Period I,further discussions
on the chronological positions of each sites and on the interaction over the entire region of
Balochistan should be made. Similarly, the traits like the depiction styles of animals and
plants,the row of small caprids and various geometric motifs suggest extensive interactions
over a wide area including not only Balochistan but also southeastern Iran behind the
developments of the Kulli pottery. The interactions with the Indus Civilization and the
Arabian Peninsula are also an important issue for better understanding the historical significance of the Kulli pottery during the late third millennium BCE.

4 Summary
The features of the specimens of the AOM collection can be summarized as follow.
１) Among the specimens of Stylistic groups 3 and 4 having a frieze with animals and plants,no.14
can be regarded as being earlier than other specimens, since the depiction styles and arrangements of motifs are different from the others and resemble the evidence from Nausharo Period
ID.
２) No. 3 of Stylistic group 2 differs from other specimens of Stylistic groups 3 and 4 in having a
dynamic scene with a feline attacking a caprid. This arrangement along with its grey colour
indicates that this specimen may be closer to the Faiz M ohammad pottery than to the Kulli
pottery. It means that this specimen may also date to a period earlier than the typical Kulli
pottery.
３) Two shallow bowls with exuberant paintings,nos.5and 6,respectivelyofStylisticgroups 3and
5havea row offish that is similar to theexamples oftheFaiz M ohammad pottery,although the
depiction styles of motifs exhibit the typical Kulli style.
４) Stylistic groups 3 and 4, except for no. 14, have a frieze with animals and plants that can be
regarded as representing thetypicalKullistyle. Thespecimensin thesegroupsarepainted with
various motifs that have their origins in various regions of Balochistan, southeastern Iran and
the Arabian Peninsula indicating extensive interactions behind the developments of the Kulli
potteryduring the late third millennium BCE. It means that the studyofthe Kulli potterymay
contribute to better understanding of the cultural dynamics not only in Balochistan but also in
Southwest Asia including theIndus Civilization during thelatethird millennium BCE. Stylistic
group 5 can also be included in the typical Kulli pottery, regardless of its differences in the
arrangements of motifs from Stylistic groups 3 and 4.
It should be noted that the specimens ofthe AOM collection might belong to several stages of
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developments of the Kulli pottery for several hundreds of years, taking the arguments by J. F.
Jarrige and his colleagues (Jarrige et al.2011)into consideration,but much more evidence from
stratigraphicexcavations is necessaryto establish thedevelopments oftheKulli pottery. M ore
detailed and refined chronologyofthe Kulli potterywill enablemoredetailed discussions on the
historical importance of this pottery.
５) Stylisticgroup 1onlywith rows ofsmallcaprids and geometricmotifsseemsto becontemporary
with the typical Kulli potterybased on thestratigraphicevidencefrom Nindowari (Jarrigeet al.
2011). However its differences from the typical Kulli style in the painting style must befurther
discussed. Especiallyits resemblances to theceramicstyleofthesouthwest Iran exemplified by
the site of Bampur indicate possible regional variations and inter-regional interactions in the
developments of the Kulli pottery.

In Balochistan, several important sites such as Mehrgarh, Nausharo, Sohr Damb, Nindowari,Miri Qalat,Shahi Tump and so on have been excavated and regional chronologies of
cultural developments have been more or less established,but still our understanding on the
cultural developments in this region is far from complete. Although it has been understood
that regional cultures,especiallyrepresented byceramicstyles,developed in various parts of
Balochistan from the fourth millennium BCE onwards and interactions between them played
an important role in the cultural developments over the entire area of Balochistan. The
Kulli pottery is one of the best examples to understand the cultural dynamics in this region.
Regrettably a great deal of prehistoric painted potteryrecentlyflowed out of Balochistan
including the specimens in the AOM collection,and valuable information on contextual data
has been lost. To better understand the cultural dynamics in Balochistan, further field
researches are necessary.

Descriptions
The features ofeach specimen,its size,colours,fabrics,formal features,technological aspects and
paintings,are described in this section. RD means the rim diameter and H,the height and M D,the
max diameter. The method of measurements is shown in Figure 21. For recording colours,
“Revised Standard Soil Color Charts”edited by M . Oyama and H. Takehara (published by the
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Research Council, M inistry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Japan in 1970)is used. This color chart is based on the M unsell system.
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Figure 21 M easurement method

No. 1;Reg. no.:AOM -1645 (Figures 22, 35)
RD:13.7 cm;H:11.6 cm;M D:13.85 cm;BD:13.4 cm
:surface:dull orange 5YR 7/3;whiteslip:brownish grey10YR 6/1-greyish yellow
brown 10R 6/2;red paint:orange 5YR 6/6;black paint:brownish grey 10YR 4/1 -brownish black
10YR 3/1
: surface:dull orange 5YR 7/3;black paint: brownish grey 10YR 4/1 -brownish
black 10YR 3/1
::Fine
This bowl is composed of a shortly out-turned rim, a cylindrical body with a carination and a disc
base, the external side of which is slightly concave. The entire surface is finished by rotational
smoothing. Therim is painted with a narrowband,and two registers aredelineated bysetsofblack
and red parallelstrokes on theexternalsideofthebody. A rowofsmallcapridsisfilled in theupper
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narrow register, and three humped bulls and three pipal trees are alternatelyarranged in the lower
wide register. The humped bulls show common stylistic features having a pair of horns, a large
round eye, muzzle and ears. The body has a pizzle, a tail and legs, decorated with unpainted
rectangles,some ofwhich are hatched,and a pair ofunpainted oval shapes. Thepipal trees consist
ofthecentralstem and six branches that havea pipalleaf,except fortheuppertwo that havean oval
leaf with a wavyfilling. A pair of strokes is painted from the neck ofthe bull forwards suggesting
that the bulls are tethered to the trees in their front. Comb-shaped motifs, Σ-shaped motifs, trayshaped motifs, dot-in-circles, triangles and W-shaped motifs are arranged around the bull. A
Σ-shaped sign is painted on the lower body.
No. 2;Reg. no.:AOM -1629 (Figures 22, 35)
RD:17.3 cm;H:20.0 cm;M ax diam:18.0 cm;BD:17.9 cm
:red slip:red 10R 5/6 -orange 2.5YR 6/6;black paint:reddish grey 2.5YR 6/6
:surface:dull orange5YR 7/4;red slip:red 10R 5/6-orange2.5YR 6/6;black paint:
reddish grey 2.5YR 6/6
:dull orange 5YR 7/4
:Fine
This bowl consists ofa shortlyout-turned neck,a cylindrical bodywith a carination and a discbase.
Theupper bodyportion abovethecarination is slightlyinturned. Theexternal surfaceoftheupper
body and the entire internal surface are finished by rotational smoothing, and the external surface
ofthelower bodyand thebaseis shallowlyscraped with rotation. Theinternalsideoftheneck and
the entire external surface are slipped with a red slip. The rim is painted with a narrow band,and
two registers are delineated by sets of parallel strokes on the external side. In the upper narrow
register,a row ofsmall caprids is placed. The lower register is painted with two humped bulls and
two sets of plant motifs,which are alternatelyarranged. The humped bulls have a pair ofhorns,a
large round eye,ears and a muzzle on their head,and a bodywith a pizzle,a tail and legs decorated
with hatched rectangles and pairs ofoval shapes. The bulls are tethered to rod-shaped objects or a
posts in front of them. A tree motif is depicted between horns, a pair of birds with a tree motif in
between above the body, a row of small caprids beneath the trunk. Small comb-shaped motifs,
Σ-shaped motifs, sets of vertical strokes are painted both in front of and behind the bulls. A
chequered triangle is placed beneath thebullʼ
s head. A dot-in-circleis painted between theforelegs.
Theplant motifs respectivelycomprisea central treewith long hatched leaves and a pair offlanking
trees with multiple pipal leaves.
No. 3;Reg. no.:AOM -1633 (Figures 23, 36)
RD:23.0 cm;H:-M D:23.0 cm;BD::grey slip:grey N 5/;red paint:dull reddish brown 2.5YR 4/4
:white slip:dull yellow orange 10YR 7/3;grey slip:grey N 5/
:grey 5Y 6/1
:Fine
This fragment ofa bowlhas a gentlyout-turned body. Theentiresurfaceissmoothed with rotation.
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Figure 22 Pottery in the AOM collection (1:3)
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A white slip is visible on the internal surface of the body, and a greyslip on the internal surface of
the rim and the entire external surface. Thepaintings arein red. A narrow band is painted on the
rim and a feline attacking a goat (?),sun-shaped motifs,a leafmotif,and a caudal fin ofa fish (?)are
intact on the external side. The section shows a grey colour indicating that this bowl was fired in
a reduced atmosphere.
No. 4;Reg. no.:AOM -1507 (Figures 23, 36)
RD:8.3 cm;H:6.8 cm;M D:9.1 cm;BD:9.1 cm
:slip?:light grey 7.5YR 8/2;painting:dark reddish grey 10R 3/1
:surface:orange 2.5YR 6/6 -dull orange 5YR 6/4
:orange 2.5YR 6/6 -dull orange 5YR 6/4
:Fine with tiny sand particles
This bowlis distinct in having a trefoil-shaped mouth. Theentiresurfaceissmoothed with rotation,
except for the external surface of the body that is finished by rotational scraping. A white slip is
applied on the entire external surface. A narrow black band is painted on therim and doubleloops
with dots on the upper part of the body.
No. 5;Reg. no.:AOM -1432 (Figures 23, 37)
RD:27.9 cm;H:9.6 cm;M D:28.2 cm;BD::white slip:light grey 10YR 8/2;black paint:brownish black 7.5YR 3/1
:white slip:dull yellow orange 10YR 7/2;black paint:brownish grey 10YR 4/1
:orange 2.5YR 6/6
:Fine
This shallow bowl has a gently incurved body and a disc base. The external surface of the upper
body and the entire internal surface are finished by rotational smoothing, and the external surface
of the lower body and the base is finished by rotational scraping. A wavy line is incised on the
external surface. Theentiresurfaceis applied with a whiteslip and a narrowblack band is painted
on the rim. The internal surface is exuberantly painted in black with four registers delineated by
sets of lateral strokes. The upper two narrow registers are filled with wavystrokes,and the third
register is painted with a row of four fish. The fish are characterized by a large round eye and a
hatched body with fins. A row of dots is placed behind the caudal fin. The central roundel is
painted with three goats and three pipal trees alternately placed, associated with a number of
Σ-shaped motifs and comb-shaped motifs. The goat has a pair of horns prominently curving
backwards,a large round eye,a pair ofears,a muzzlewith a beard and a bodywith a pizzle,a short
tail and legs decorated with unpainted rectangles and a pair of unpainted oval shapes. A painted
mark with three parallel strokes is seen on the external surface of the lower body.
No. 6;Reg. no.:AOM -1440 (Figures 24, 38)
RD:34.9 cm;H:11.7 cm;M D:35.3 cm;BD:: surface: dull orange 7.5YR 7/4; white slip: light grey 10YR 8/2; black paint:
brownish grey 5YR 4/1
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Figure 23 Pottery in the AOM collection (1:3)
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:white slip:light grey 10YR 8/2;black paint:brownish grey 5YR 4/1
:dull orange 5YR 7/4
:Fine
This bowl has a shape identical to no.5. Three raised bands are modelled on the external surface,
the one of which is wavy and the others of which are wavy. The entire surface is finished by
rotational smoothing. A white slip is applied on the entire surface,but the portion below the wavy
band on the external surface is more thicklyslipped in white,on which a wavyline is delineated by
the reserved slip technique. The rim is painted with a narrow black band. The internal surface is
densely painted with three registers demarcated by sets of parallel strokes. The upper narrow
register is filled with a wavystroke,and themiddleoneis painted with a rowofthreefish associated
with leaf motifs and small crisscrosses. Each fish has a large round eye and a hatched body with
fins. The central roundel is painted with a crisscross with pipal leaves and dotted circles. Small
crisscrosses are placed between the leaves.
No. 7;Reg. no.:AOM -1638 (Figures 25, 39)
RD:9.6 cm;H:12.9 cm;M D:12.0 cm;BD:12.0 cm
:slip:light grey7.5YR 8/2;painting:dark reddish grey10R 3/1/reddish brown 10R
4/4
:surface:dull orange 2.5YR 6/4;slip:light grey 7.5YR 8/2;painting:dark reddish
grey 10R 3/1
:dull orange 2.5YR 6/4
:Fine
This pot consistsofa short everted neck,an ovalbodyand a discbase. Theentiresurfaceisfinished
by rotational smoothing, although the external surface of the lower body may have been scraped
before the final smoothing. A white slip is applied on the external surface and two registers are
delineated bysets ofblack and red strokes. A rowofdot-in-circles is filled in theupper register and
a row of small caprids in the lower register.
No. 8;Reg. no.:AOM -1434 (Figures 25, 39)
RD:18.9 cm;H:23.9 cm;M D:22.25 cm;BD:22.25 cm
:whiteslip:light grey10YR 8/2;red slip:red 10R 5/6;black paint:dark reddish grey
2.5YR 3/1
:surface:dull orange 5YR 7.4;red slip:red 10R 5/6;black paint:dark reddish grey
2.5YR 3/1
:dull orange 5YR 7.4
:Fine
This pot comprises a short everted neck, an oval body and a flat base. The entire surface is
smoothed with rotation,except for the external surface ofthe base that has a rough surface. A red
slip is applied on the entire external surface and the internal surface of the neck. A narrow black
band is painted on the rim and three registers are delineated by sets of parallel strokes on the
externalsurface. A pair ofwavystrokes with hatches is drawn in theupper register. Two humped
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Figure 24 Pottery in the AOM collection (1:3)
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Figure 25 Pottery in the AOM collection (1:3)
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bulls and two sets of three plant motifs are alternately placed in the middle register. The humped
bulls have a head portion consisting of a large round eye, a muzzle, ears and a pair of horns,and a
body with a pizzle, a tail and legs decorated with hatches. On one of the bulls (Animal no. 2), a
pattern consisting ofcurvilinear strokes is filled in themiddleofthebody,whereas theother (Animal
no. 1)has a pattern of oblique strokes in different directions. A tether is drawn from the neck of
each bull towards the tree in front. Dot-in-circles, a vertical stroke and a tray-shaped motif are
placed in front of the head of the bull, as well as a triangle between the horns, a curvilinear stroke
abovethehump,a treemotifand dot-in-circles abovethetrunk ofthebull,a motifconsisting ofthree
curvilinear strokes behind the bull, and a Σ-shaped motif beneath the trunk of the bull. The plant
motifs arecomposed ofa centraltreewith long leavesand two flanking treeswith short leaves. The
central tree has a pointed head. The base of trees is depicted in having three roots. The lowest
register has a wavy stroke.
No. 9;Reg. no.:AOM -1635 (Figures 26, 40)
RD:20.4 cm;H:22.7 cm;M D:22.6 cm;BD:22.6 cm
:whiteslip:light grey10YR 8/2;red slip:red 10R 5/6;black paint:dark reddish grey
2.5YR 3/1
:surface:dull orange7.5YR 7/3;red slip:red 10R 5/6;black paint:dark reddish grey
2.5YR 3/1
:dull orange 5YR 7/4
:Fine
This pot is almost identical in shapeto no.8. Theexternal surfaceoftheupper bodyand theentire
internal surface are smoothed with rotation and the external surface of the lower body is finished
with rotational scraping. The external surface ofthe base has a smooth finish with no traceofany
smoothing technique. A red slip is applied on the internal surface of the neck and the external
surface of the upper body over a white slip that covers external surface. A narrow black band is
painted on the rim and one wide register is delineated by sets of parallel strokes on the external
surface. Two humped bulls and two plant motifs are alternatelyplaced in the register. Each bull
has a head with a pair of horns,a large round eye,muzzle and ears,and a bodywith a pizzle,a tail
and legs decorated with hatches. A motif consisting of four curvilinear strokes is painted in the
middle of the body on Animal no. 2. Each bull has a tether, but one of them (Animal no. 2)is tied
to a rod-shaped object or a post whereas the other (Animal no. 1) is tethered to the ground.
Curvilinear strokes areplaced between thehornsand overthehump. Dot-in-circles,Σ-shaped motifs
and a tray-shaped motif are painted above the trunk of the bull, and Σ-shaped motifs and dots-incircles beneath the trunk. A row ofΣ-shaped motifs is placed on either sideofthebull. Oneofthe
bulls (Animalno.2)has two motifs consisting ofthreeparallelcurvilinear strokes. Two smallsigns,
one of which looks like a fish, are placed in the front of the head of one bull (Animal no. 1). Two
plant motifs are identical in shape having a central stem with a pointed top and long leaves. One
of them has three roots. A sign of a crisscross and three dots is painted on the external surface of
the lower body.
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Figure 26 Pottery in the AOM collection (1:3)
No. 10;Reg. no.:AOM -1437 (Figures 27, 40)
RD:11.6 cm;H:14.0 cm;M D:17.0 cm;BD:17.0 cm
:white slip:light grey 10YR 8/2;black paint:brownish grey 10YR 4/1;red paint:
dull reddish brown 7.5R 4/3
:surface:dull orange 7.5YR 7/3;black paint:brownish grey 10YR 4/1
::Fine
This pot has a beaded rim, a globular body and a disc base. The entire surface is smoothed with
rotation. A whiteslip is applied on theentireexternal surface,and threeregisters aredelineated by
sets of black and red parallel strokes on the external surface. The upper register has a row of
dot-in-circles and the middle register is filled bya row ofsmall caprids facing right. Threehumped
bulls and three sets of plant motifs are alternatelyplaced in the lower wide register. The bulls are
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Figure 27 Pottery in the AOM collection (1:3)

depicted as having a head with a large round eye,a muzzle,ears and a pair ofhorns,and a hatched
bodywith a pizzle,a tailand legs. Sun-shaped motifs,Σ-shaped motifsand a arrow-shaped motifare
placed around the bulls. With Animal no. 2, a comb-shaped motif is seen. The plant motifs are
composed of a tree with long hatched leaves and two flanking trees with short leaves. Between
Plant no.3 and no.4,a Σ-shaped motif and two comb-shaped motifs are verticallyarranged. Plant
no. 4 has only two trees.
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No. 11;Reg. no.:AOM -1809 (Figures 28, 41)
RD:13.5 cm;H:17.1 cm;M D:16.2 cm;BD:16.2 cm
:grey slip:grey N 5/;red paint:dull reddish brown 2.5YR 4/4
:white slip:dull yellow orange 10YR 7/3;grey slip:grey N 5/
:grey 5Y 6/1
:Fine
This pot comprises a very short neck with a rounded rim, an oval body and a disc base. Three
shallow grooves are found on the shoulder. The entire surface is finished byrotational smoothing.
A red slip is applied on the internal surface of the neck and the entire external surface. A narrow
black band is painted on the rim,and three registers are delineated bysets ofparallel strokes on the
external surface. Two serrated strokes with hatches arepainted in theupper register. Themiddle
register is subdivided into three in relation to the grooves, and is filled with oblique strokes in
different directions. Thelower wideregister is painted with fourplant motifsand fourcomb-shaped
motifs that are alternatelyarranged. The comb-shaped motifs are composed ofa row ofW-shaped
motifs,a chequered panel and vertical strokes between side strokes. The plant motifs are identical
in shape having a central stem with a pointed end and long hatched leaves.
No. 12;Reg. no.:AOM -849 (Figures 29, 41)
RD:7.4 cm;H:10.8 cm;M D:11.5 cm;BD:11.5 cm
:white slip?:light yellow orange 10YR 8/4;black paint:brownish grey10YR 4/1 brownish black 10YR 3/1
: surface:dull orange 7.5YR 7/4;black paint:brownish grey 10YR 4/1 -brownish
black 10YR 3/1
:dull orange 5YR 7/4
:Fine
This pot has a trefoil mouth,a carinated elliptical bodyand a discbase. Therim is shortlyeverted.
The entire surface is smoothed with rotation. A whiteslip is applied on theentireexternal surface.
The rim is painted with a narrow band and the body is decorated with two registers delineated by
sets of parallel strokes. The upper register is filled with a row ofarrows. Three felines and three
plant motifsarealternatelyarranged in thelowerregister. Thefelinesaredepicted in having a head
with a large round eye,a muzzleand ears;a bodywith a pizzle,a curlytail and legs with sharp nails
decorated with hatches and a checkerboard pattern. A tether is depicted from theneck offelines to
thetrees in front ofthem. A rowofdots is placed over thefelines outlining them. Two oftheplant
motifs arepipal trees and theother oneis a treewith short leaves. Each ofthepipal trees has three
pipal leaves and four dotted circles.
No. 13;Reg. no.:AOM -1448 (Figures 30, 42)
RD:10.5 cm;H:13.9 cm;M D:14.6 cm;BD:14.6 cm
:surface:light yellow orange 7.5YR 8/4;red paint:red 10R 4/6;black paint:dark
reddish grey 10R 3/1
:surface:light yellow orange 7.5YR 8/4;black paint:dark reddish grey 10R 3/1
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Figure 28 Pottery in the AOM collection (1:3)

:dull orange 5YR 7/4
:Fine
This pot has a short everted neck, an elliptical body with a carination on its lower part,and a disc
base. Theexternalsurfaceoftheupper part ofthebodyabovethecarination and theentireinternal
surface are smoothed with rotation, and the external surface of the lower body is applied with
shallowscraping. Theexternalsurfaceofthebaseisfinished smooth. Threeregistersaredelineated by sets of parallel strokes on the external surface. The upper register is filled with a row of
dot-in-circles. The middle and lower registers are painted respectively with five felines and five
plant motifs alternatelyplaced. Thefelineshavea head portion consisting ofa largeround eye,ears
and a muzzle,and a hatched bodyhaving legs with sharp nails,a pizzleand a long curlytail. A row
of dots is added from the neck of the feline towards the front. A dot-in-circle is placed behind the
felines. Triangles are placed between felines and plants attached to the base line of the register.
Theplant motifs aretrees with short leaves. In onepart ofthelower register(Plant no.6),two trees
are depicted side by side, although the other parts have only one tree.
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Figure 29

Pottery in the AOM collection (1:3)

No. 14;Reg. no.:HN-0001 (Figures 31, 42)
RD:30.6 cm;H:45.0 cm;M D:43.8 cm;BD:43.8 cm
:white slip:light grey 5Y 8/1 -8/2;black paint:brownish black 7.5YR 3/1
: surface: dull orange 5YR 7/3; white slip: light grey 5Y 8/1 -8/2; black paint:
brownish black 7.5YR 3/1
:dull orange 5YR 7/3
:Fine
This pot has an elliptical body with a flat base. The external surface of the upper body and the
entire internal surface are smoothed with rotation,and the external surface ofthe lower bodyhas a
smooth finish with a portion between theupper bodyand thelower bodybeing trimmed byrotational
scraping (Figure 11). The external surface of the base is left rough. A white slip is applied on the
internalsurfaceoftherim and theentireexternalsurface. Threeregistersaredelineated byparallel
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Figure 30 Pottery in the AOM collection (1:3)

strokes on the external surface. The upper and middle registers are further divided by sets of
vertical strokes intro rectangular panels, each of which is filled in with a stepped pattern. In the
lower wide register, three humped bulls and three plant motifs are alternately placed. The bulls
have a slightly lowered head consisting of a pair of horns,a muzzle and a round eye;a bodywith a
hump, a pointed tail, legs and a pizzle. The body is decorated with hatched rectangles. Three
V-shaped stokes are placed between the horns. Two of the plant motifs are hatched pipal leaves
with side stalks (?)and the other one is a tree with long leaves with pointed ends.
No. 15;Reg. no.:AOM -1843 (Figures 32, 43)
RD:14.2 cm;H:13.7 cm;M D:16.0 cm;BD:16.0 cm
:grey slip:grey N 5/;red paint:dull reddish brown 2.5YR 4/4
:white slip:dull yellow orange 10YR 7/3;grey slip:grey N 5/
:grey 5Y 6/1
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Figure 31 Pottery in the AOM collection (1:4)
:Fine
This pot has a projecting rim, a sharply carinated body and a flat base. The entire surface is
finished byrotationalsmoothing,except for theexternalsurfaceofthebasethat isleft rough. A red
slip is applied from therim to themiddleofthebodyon theexternal surface. A narrow black band
is painted on the rim,and a wideregister is delineated bysets ofparallel strokes on thebody. Four
plant motifs and two comb-shaped motifs aredepicted in this register. Thecomb-shaped motifs are
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Figure 32 Pottery in the AOM collection (1:3)
composed of a chequered panel and vertical strokes between two side strokes. One of them is
associated with a row ofpipal leaves above the chequered panel (in the other,the painting is largely
rubbed off). Three of the plant motifs are composed of a central stem with a pointed end and with
long hatched leaves,and the other is a tree with short leaves. The lower end ofall plants has three
roots.
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No. 16;Reg. no.:AOM -1636 (Figures 33, 43)
RD:9.2 cm;H:15.4 cm;M D:15.0 cm;BD:15.0 cm
:whiteslip:light yelloworange7.5YR 8/3-dullorange7.5YR 7/3;red paint:reddish
brown 10R 4/4;black paint:brownish black 7.5YR 3/1
:surface:dull orange 5YR 7/4;black paint:brownish black 7.5YR 3/1
:dull orange 5YR 7/4
:Fine
This pot or canister has a out-curved neck,a bodywith a carination at its shoulder and a flat base.
The entire surface is smoothed with rotation, but irregular striations can also be observed on the
surface suggesting that additional smoothing without rotation was applied after the smoothing with
rotation to make a flat surface. A white slip is applied on the external surface. A narrow black
band is painted on the rim,and four narrow registers are delineated bysets ofblack and red strokes
on theshoulder. A row ofdot-in-circles and a row ofarrows arealternatelyfilled in theseregisters.
On the upper part of the body, an applique band is applied dividing two registers, in each of which
a row of small caprids is depicted. In a register on the lower body, hatched triangles and dot-incircles are placed.
No. 17;Reg. no.:AOM -1438 (Figures 33, 44)
RD:11.0 cm;H:17.6 cm;M D:17.0 cm;17.0 cm
: white slip:light grey 10YR 8/2;red paint:dull reddish brown 2.5YR 4/4;black
paint:brownish black 10YR 3/1
:surface:dull orange 5YR 7/3;black paint:brownish black 10YR 3/1
:dull orange 5YR 7/4
:Fine
This pot or canister is composed ofan out-curved neck,a bodywith a carination at its shoulder and
a slightlyrounded flat base. The entire surface is smoothed with rotation. A white slip is applied
on theexternalsurface. A narrowblack band is painted on therim,and two registersaredelineated
bysets ofblack and red parallel strokes on theshoulder. A row ofdot-in-circles and a row ofsmall
caprids fill these registers. An applique band is applied on the bodydelineating a register,in which
four felines and four sets of plant motifs are depicted. The upper boundary of this register has a
serrated pattern. The felines have a head consisting of a large round eye, a muzzle and ears, and
a bodydecorated with hatchesand a checkerboard pattern. A pizzle,a curlytailand legswith sharp
nails are also depicted.Σ-shaped motifs,comb-shaped motifs,sun-shaped motifs are placed over the
felines. The plant motifs are composed of a central tree with long leaves and two flanking trees
with short leaves,although Plant no.1 lacks one ofthe flanking trees. Two more narrow registers
are demarcated below the applique band, in both of which a row of small caprids are depicted,
although thedirection ofcapridsdiffersfrom oneregisterto theother. Loopsareadded to thelower
end of the boundary lines of the lowest register.
No. 18;Reg. no.:AOM -1528 (Figures 34, 45)
RD:10.6 cm;H:-;M D:10.6 cm;BD:-
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Figure 33 Pottery in the AOM collection (1:3)
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:white slip:dull yellow orange 10YR 7/3;black paint:brownish black 5YR 3/1
:white slip:dull yellow orange 10YR 7/3;black paint:brownish black 5YR 3/1
:orange 2.5YR 6/6
:Fine
This specimen is a dish portion ofa dish-on-stand having a shallow bodyand a projecting rim. The
external surface of the upper body and the internal surface are smoothed with rotation, and the
external surface of the lower body is finished with rotational scraping. A white slip is applied on
the entire surface. Narrow black bands are delineated on the rim,the external surface ofthe body
and thejuncturebetween thedish and thepedestal. Theinternalsurfaceoftherim arepainted with
parallel oblique strokes and multiple V-shaped strokes. A crisscross with pipal leaves and pairs of
wavystrokes are painted in association with rows ofW-shaped motifs on the internal surface ofthe
body.
No. 19;Reg. no.:AOM -1834 (Figures 34, 44)
RD:-;H:-;M D:-;BD::grey slip:grey N 5/;red paint:dull reddish brown 2.5YR 4/4
:white slip:dull yellow orange 10YR 7/3;grey slip:grey N 5/
:grey 5Y 6/1
:Fine
This specimen is a pedestalportion ofa dish-on-stand. Theentiresurfaceissmoothed with rotation.
The internal surface of the stem exhibits traces of rotational squeezing. Parallel strokes are
delineated near the upper and lower ends of the stem,and a pattern consisting ofparallel strokes in
lateral and vertical directions with dot-in-circles at their crossing points and diagonal wavystrokes.
No. 20;Reg. no.:AOM -1688 (Figures 34, 46)
RD:14.4 cm;H:22.5 cm;M D:14.8 cm;BD:7.1 cm
:grey slip:grey N 5/;red paint:dull reddish brown 2.5YR 4/4
:white slip:dull yellow orange 10YR 7/3;grey slip:grey N 5/
:grey 5Y 6/1
:Fine
This stand comprises a cylindrical body with an out-curved neck and base. The entire surface is
smoothed with rotation, except for the internal surface of the middle body on which irregular
scooping can be observed. The internal surface of the neck and the base and the entire external
surface are slipped in red. The rim and the base are painted with a narrow black band. Ten
registers are delineated by sets of parallel strokes. M ultiple serrated strokes are filled in the
uppermost and lowermost registers. In the second,fifth,seventh and ninth registers,a wavystroke
is painted. The third register has a row of birds,and the fourth and eighth registers have a row of
caprids. The sixth register is filled with multiple angular wavy strokes.
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Figure 34 Pottery in the AOM collection (1:3)
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Figure 35 Pottery in the AOM collection
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Figure 36 Pottery in the AOM collection
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Figure 37 Pottery in the AOM collection
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Figure 38 Pottery in the AOM collection
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Figure 39

Pottery in the AOM collection
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Figure 40 Pottery in the AOM collection
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Figure 41 Pottery in the AOM collection
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Figure 42 Pottery in the AOM collection
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Figure 43 Pottery in the AOM collection
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Figure 44 Pottery in the AOM collection
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Figure 45 Pottery in the AOM collection
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Figure 46 Pottery in the AOM collection
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